
Ancient Astrology? Age Old Science: Once upon a 
time, Astrology and Astronomy were the same thing.  
Some of the first written records of astronomy 
comes from astrological records dated as early as 
the Third Millennium (3000 BC), in Babylon, Assyria 
and Sumner.  At that time, astrology was used for 
the basic survival of an agrarian economy.  It wasn’t 
until much later that the two fields were separated.

Modern Astrology: Modern Astrology combines as-
tronomy with psychology.  Astrology looks for the 
corollary between planets and people.  It is the 
study of human behavior.  

Sun Sign Astrology: These are great indicators of 
some of the basic traits.  Yet there is a lot more.  If 
it was just Sun Sign Astrology, then you could just 
read your horoscope in the paper and find all the 
answers.  See?  Those generalities don’t always add 
up.  Ask yourself, “Self, how many times has the 
paper ever been right?”  The twelve signs of the 
zodiac, and the placement of the Sun is just a start-
ing point.  

The Heavenly Bodies: Real astrology looks at a lot 
more than just a sun sign.  In fact, there are ten 
basic planets to consider.  Technically speaking, the 
Sun is a star and the Moon is a satellite of Earth.  
To keep it all simple, we’ll just call them all planets.  
The early observers of the heavens noticed that 
almost all the stars moved in one direction while 
there were seven which didn’t.  Ancient observers 
also noticed the connection between human behavior 
patterns and arrangements in the night sky.  So you 
are more than just your sun sign.  The position of 
the planets, at the moment of your birth, make up 
your birth chart.  This is where you destiny might be 
written.  It’s where we start for an astrology read-
ing.

Fate: That’s always the big question around here, 
besides, what’s for dinner.  “Chicken Fried Steak 
again?” Just because something is “written in the 
stars,” doesn’t mean you don’t have a chance.  What 
it does mean is that you are now aware of your 
choices.  A natal chart can provide an indication of 
strengths and weakness.  There is always free will.  
All the chart does is indicate what cards we were 
dealt when we entered the game of life.  How we 
play our cards is up to us.  Go with the flow.  This is 

merely a guide book.  
Have a safe trip!

Astrologers: The biggest 
problem with astrology is 
astrologers.  Too many of 
the practitioners of this 
intuitive and interpretive 
art form are serious, ex-
tremely serious.  Way too 
serious.  These are people 
we are talking about, and humankind is essentially 
funny, right to its core.  So lighten up some.  If you 
find an astrologer who takes him/her self too seri-
ously, run away.  The real key to astrology is learning 
the information for yourself.  Keep what works; toss 
the rest.  While that may be a bland truism for life, 
it really applies in this field!
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plain him but here are a few.  Kramer was born and 
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owner, computer guru and now his current, unparal-
leled specialty: Fishing Guide to the Stars.  From his 
careful study of mythology to his contemporary 
journalistic documentation that Texans are de-
scended from a race of Space Aliens, Kramer is a 
professor of the human condition.
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